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Abstract: Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) plays very important role in the research field of digital Image processing. DIP deals with manipulation of digital images through a digital computer. Basically CBIR is responsible for extracting low level features of image like color, texture, shape and similarity measures for the comparison of different images and after that retrieve the similar images using query image. Content-based image retrieval is a technique which utilizes visual contents to search images from large scale image databases according to user interest. A significant progress has been made in equally theoretical research and system development. At present a great deal of research is being done in different aspect of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) of which the search engine is one of the most important elements. This paper presents a brief overview of content-based image retrieval search engines.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays the use of multimedia data is massive, because of the difference in the type of electronic devices used. Humans cannot have grip on things like capturing, storing, indexing, retrieving, analyzing, and summarizing the data used in these devices. The images have an irreplaceable role for all multimedia applications. It is highly imperative for the user to have a perfect image mining system. Earlier, this image retrieval system was termed as text based image retrieval. Unfortunately, this system has many drawbacks. Textural description is not capable of capturing visual content. The image content can be expressed in different ways and images are beyond the description of words. In order to overcome these issues, a new retrieval technique called CBIR for image mining is being widely used and practiced. The image retrieval feather is primitive and semantic but CBIR technique is totally automatic. There are two different ways in which the CBIR process can be enplaned. A single picture compares with an individual database record to verify the identity. CBIR contains many components such as feature extraction and representation, similarity measurement, databases of pre-analyzed image collections, and relevance feedback. The images are retrieving from a large collection of image data base. The retrieving images having some features such as color, texture and shape. The feathers can be automatically extracted from the images data base. In the last decade, the availability of large image datasets and search engines has increased tremendously. It is obvious that there is no universal CBIR system for finding all images and the spectrum of available systems ranges from the general purpose ones, like Google, to very narrowly specialized ones, like those found in medicine or astronomy. This multitude has necessitated a review in order to find the most suitable system for the user’s purpose. Early on search engines used low-level features, such as colour, shape, texture information and annotations to retrieve similar images. This approach is still popular, but although many algorithms have been developed, they cannot adequately model image semantics and have many limitations when dealing with the vast resources of image databases. This paper annotate CBIR search engines.

II. Review Of Literature

Nidhi Singhai et al in their survey paper entitled – A Survey On: Content Based Image Retrieval Systems provides the discussion, analysis and comparison of various techniques of content based image retrieval. Journal paper also introduced the features like color histogram fuzzy technique, texture and edge density for accurate and efficient Content Based Image Retrieval System.

Amreen Posharkar et al (March 2015) they proposed a system that capable to serve a hybrid approach to combined CBIR and e-commerce website to retrieval quality products for the user based on internal This system also allowed the user to jot down his/her thoughts since the system enables the user to draw the sketch of the desired product. So, the result of the search returned will be of good quality demanded by the user. For every search, relevant results will be returned to the user. User’s feedback will be taken into consideration so that more relevant search can be provided. Hence the proposed system provided shopping in a more fun loving manner and at the same time will be more efficient to the user.
Aboli W. Hole et al (March 2015) In this paper, they have focused on recently developed image mining techniques. They explained the basic aim of image mining techniques is to discovering meaningful correlations and formulations from previously collected image data. Many different application areas utilize image mining as a means to achieve effective usage of semantic information about images. Image mining is becoming progressively more widespread in both the private and public sectors. Sector such as biomedical, space research organization, remote sensing, fashion, crime prevention, publishing, medicine, architecture, commonly use image mining to reduce costs, enhance research, and increase sales. As image mining is still not fully focused, there is a huge scope for its development. Future research should highlight on development of powerful query language, devise automated image mining techniques based on image retrieval techniques based on its content. Due to the proliferation of video and image data in digital form, Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has become a prominent research topic. Therefore an important problem that needs to be addressed is fast retrieval of images from large databases. To find images that are perceptually similar to a query image, image retrieval systems attempt to search through a database. CBIR can greatly enhance the accuracy of the information being returned and is an important alternative and complement to traditional text-based image searching.

III. IMAGE RETRIEVAL

It is a process of searching and receiving image from a huge image data base, the image retrieval process contain information retrieval and image processing, a common image content having both visual content and semantic content, visual content is very general and domain specific it include color, texture, relationship. Some time visual content may be domain specific, the semantic content uses some complex interface procedure for image content analysis.

A. Content Based Image Retrieval

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), also known as Query By Image Content (QBIC) and Content-Based Visual Information Retrieval (CBVIR) is the application of computer vision techniques to the image retrieval problem, that is, the problem of searching for digital images in large databases. Content-based image retrieval is opposed to traditional concept based approaches. CBIR image retrieval process will help for overcoming the image mining problems. Google, Yandex and other search engines are used for image retrieval purpose. The CBIR technology is much better, than old technologies. Chabot(V. E. Ogle and Stonebraker. Chabot. 1995) integrates image content retrieving based on color information with text-based queries. Its interface allows user to search and update the image database. This system does not include texture and shape descriptors. In recent years CBIR model has been a major topic of research. It has been explored from many different points of view from early heuristic-based feature weighting schemes are introduced (Y.Ishikawa, et al 1998). There are many proposed optimal learning algorithms, probabilistic Bayesian learning algorithms, boosting techniques, discriminate E M algorithm (Y.Rui, et al 1998), biased discriminate algorithms (X.S. Zhou, et al 2001). The CBIR consists of four main steps Query Image, Feather Extraction, Initial Feedback, and Retrieved Similar Image. Besides investigating suitable frameworks for image mining, Early image miners have attempted to use existing techniques to mine for image information. The techniques frequently used include object recognition, image indexing and retrieval, image classification and clustering, association rules mining, and neural network (JiZhang, et al).

B. Levels Of Chir

Level 1: Based on the features such as Color, Texture, Shape in first level the image having basic feathers like color, texture and shape features, color having so much of patterns (RGB), visual patterns in the image is called as textures, brightness of an image. The shape is not directly involved in to the image but it comes on a particular regain of that image.

Level 2: In the second level bring Semantic Meanings into the Search Identify the domain of the mining image. Example as identifying human beings, horses, trees, beaches, etc., then requires retrieval techniques.

Level 3: In the final level retrieval with abstract and subjective attributes. This level requires retrieval techniques and getting relevant image from the image data base.

IV. Chir Search Engines

Almost 25 search engines used for CBIR image retrieval purpose in this only few important search engines are listed below for their growing importance in modern world. Many of the search engines are controlled by private companies. But public search engines are also available. The entire search engine’s images come under different domain and they use different platforms.
a. Retrievr

This search engine provides the user for a solution to quickly find image even if the database is large. The dataset as MIR flickr, flick, MPEG-7, CCD, UCID, Nister, Television, Painting, etc., The similarity is measured by using relevance feedback method to improve the results. It is used color and shape feature for their measurement. This is used to finding related Flickr image by drawing a sketch search by sketch or image using either its sketch pad or by uploading of another image.

b. Google Image Search

Google image is an image search engine owned by Google Corporation. It is introduced in 2001. The Google image search permit user to search web content image. The search engine works based on CBIR technology.
c. Yahoo Search Engine
Yahoo search engine that helps you find exactly what you are looking for. Find the most relevant information, video, images and answer from all across the web. The easiest way to bring a consistent amount of traffic.

d. Yandex Image Search
Yandex image search helps the user to find particular format, specific color and various size images. It is a Russian internet company. This internet company is the largest search engine in Russia. Lunching on September 1993, it comes forth place all around the world.
e. Bing Search
Bing helps turn information into action, making it faster and easier to go from searching to doing.
f. Akiwi
Akiwi is a semi-automatic image tagging system able to suggest keywords for uploaded images with minimal user input. Akiwi uses visual search algorithm from pixolocation to propose keywords using 22 million images from fotolia.
g. Elastic Vision
This software program is a free image search tool with content based clustering. It will manage our information complexity. It will cluster our e-mail, pictures and documents automatically. It will scan our information and find patterns and similarity. We can access our information from a meaningful visual network. An information network that is organic and alive.
i. QBIC
QBIC standing for Query By Image Content, is the first commercial content-based Image Retrieval system. Its system framework and techniques have profound effects on later Image Retrieval systems. QBIC supports queries based on example images, user-constructed sketches and drawings and selected color and texture patterns, etc. The color feature used in QBIC are the average and MTM coordinates, and a k element Color Histogram. Its texture feature is an improved version of the Tamura texture representation, i.e. combinations of coarseness, contrast and directionality. Its shape feature consists of shape area, circularity, eccentricity, major axis orientation and a set of algebraic moments invariants. QBIC is one of the few systems which take into account the high dimensional feature indexing. In its indexing subsystem, KLT is first used to perform dimension reduction and then R*-tree is used as the multi-dimension indexing structure.

j. VIRAGE
Virage supports visual queries based on color, composition, texture and structure. The users can adjust the weights associated with the atomic features according to their own emphasis. Various usefully “primitives” can be added to the open structure depending on the domain requirements.

k. RETRIEVALWARE
Its emphasis was in Neural Nets to Image Retrieval. Its more recent search engine uses color, shape, texture, brightness, color layout, and aspect ratio of the image, as the query features and allows the users to adjust the weights associated with each feature.

l. PHOTOBOK
It is a set of interactive tools for browsing and searching images. Photobook consists of three sub-books, from which shape, texture, and face features are extracted respectively. Users can then query based on corresponding features in each of the three sub-books. It is effective in interactive image annotation.

m. VisualSEEK and WebSEEK
VisualSEEK is a visual feature search engine and WebSEEK is a World Wide Web oriented text/image search engine. Main research features are spatial relationship query of image regions and visual feature extraction from compressed domain. The visual features used in their systems are ColorSet and Wavelet Transform based texture feature. To speed up the retrieval process, they also developed binary tree based indexing algorithms. VisualSEEK supports queries based on both visual features and their spatial relationships. This enables a user to submit a sunset query as red-orange color region on top and blue or green region at the bottom as its “sketch”. WebSEEK is a web oriented search engine. It consists of three main modules, i.e. image/video collecting module, subject classification and indexing module, and search, brows and retrieval module. It supports queries based on both keywords and visual content.

n. NETRA
Netra is a prototype image retrieval system. Netra uses color, texture, shape and spatial location information in the segmented image regions to search and retrieve similar regions from the database. Main research features of the Netra system are its Gabor filter based texture analysis, Neural Nets based image thesaurus construction and edge flow based region segmentation.

V. Conclusion
In the recent years, much advancement in VLSI technologies has triggered the abundant availability of powerful processors in the market. With the prices of RAM are having come down, the databases could be used to store information on the about art works, medical images like CT scan, satellite images, nature photography, album images, images of convicts i.e., criminals for security purpose, giving rise to a massive data having a diverse image set collection. This leads us to the problem of relevant image retrieval from a huge database having diverse image set collection. Web search engines are always expected to deliver flawless results in a short span of time including accuracy and speed. An image search engine also comes under the same roof. The results of an image search should match with the best available image from in the database. Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) has been proposed to enable these image search engines with impeccable results. In this review the CBIR has been explore the information and details about the CBIR search engine.
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